
IMMOBILIZER-Kit for Easy Side 
Regular Crib Assembly Instructions

Recommended: Two People for Assembly
If the hardware photos do not match your crib,  DO NOT use, and call 1-800-218-2741

NOTE: The color of your hardware and crib may vary from what is pictured.

For video instructions visit
CribRecallCenter.com

        WARNING
Failure to follow these warnings and instructions could result in serious injury or death.

The Black Immobilizers must be installed when crib is in use.

Before installing immobilizing kit, it is important that there are no broken or 
missing hardware parts.  If parts are missing or broken,  DO NOT USE THE 
CRIB and call 1-800-290-8181

Adult Assembly 
Required
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(1) LEFT BLACK IMMOBILIZER 
BRACKET

(1) RIGHT BLACK IMMOBILIZER 
BRACKET

M4 BALL END HEX WRENCH

(2) M6 X 32 MM BLACK BOLTS

MULTI WRENCH

(2) BLACK FLAT WASHER

INSTRUCTIONS TO INSTALL IMMOBILIZER KIT
Step #1: Remove 

the mattress 
support from crib by 

unbolting the 4 
mattress support 

bolts using the M4 
hex wrench 
provided.

Step #2: Lay crib on it’s side 
(Make sure to lay crib on a 
padded surface to protect crib 
and floor).  Remove one 
stabilizing bar bolt and nut using 
a phillips screwdriver and 
wrench provided when you 
purchased your crib.  Keep tools 
available for later steps.
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Tools Required: Phillips Screwdriver
FASTENERS ARE DRAWN FULL-SIZE

CRIB MANUFACTURED IN CHINA OR USA USE THIS BOLT - 
LOCATED IN HARDWARE BAG MARKED “CHINA OR USA”

(2) 1/4-20 X 22 MM BLACK BOLT

CRIB MANUFACTURED IN INDONESIA USE THIS BOLT - 
LOCATED IN HARDWARE BAG MARKED “INDONESIA ONLY”

(2) M6 X 22 MM BLACK BOLT



Step #3: Remove Dropside from 
Crib.  Note: you might have to 
spread bottom of crib apart in order 
to get dropside off of crib.

Step #4: Reattach the stabilizing bar bolt 
and nut using tools from Step #2 (Phillips 
Screwdriver and Wrench)  Set crib 
upright.
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Step #5: Remove left and right brackets 
from dropside by removing the bolt and 
screw. (Throw all the removed parts from 
Step #5 away).  Note: Some dropsides may 
not have used the screw.

Screw Bolt
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Step #6A: Top or middle 
position - reattach mattress 
support using the 4 bolts 
from Step #1.

MIDDLETOP

Step #7A:  Top or middle position - 
Attach Left Immobilizer bracket to the 
left side of crib by placing the pin of the 
bracket into the plastic track and 
attaching with the 22mm black bolt 
(Determine where crib was 
manufactured for proper bolt) and flat 
washer provided in the kit.  Note: The 
flat washer goes behind the immobilizer 
bracket.
Step #8A:  Repeat for Right 
Immobilizer Bracket. PIN

FLAT 
WASHER

Follow Steps #6A - #8A if installing the mattress support in the top or 
middle position.  Follow Steps #6B-#8C if installing in bottom position.

L



Step #6B:  Bottom position - 
reattach mattress support using 
only 2 bolts from Step #1 on the 
back side of the crib. BOTTOM

BACK SIDE
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Step #7B:  Bottom position - Attach Left 
Immobilizer bracket to the left side of 
crib by placing the pin of the bracket into 
the plastic track and attaching with the 
22mm black bolt (Determine where crib 
was manufactured for proper bolt) 
provided in the kit.  Note: The mattress 
support bracket goes behind the 
immobilizer bracket.
Step #8B:  Repeat for Right 
Immobilizer Bracket

MATTRESS SUPPORT 
BRACKET

Step #8C:  Attach flat washer to middle 
position using the 2 bolts from Step #1 
that were not used.

Follow Steps #6A - #8A if installing the mattress support in the top or 
middle position.  Follow Steps #6B-#8C if installing in bottom position.

PIN

L



Step #9: Slide Dropside onto the upper tracks and set 
bottom rail onto the Immobilizer Brackets and attach with 
new M6 X 32mm black bolts provided in kit using the M4 
Hex Wrench and Multi Wrench Provided.

Step #10: Push-down and Pull-Up on top rail of to verify that the immobilizers are properly secured in place.  If rail moves up and 
down on upper tracks, please contact customer care number 1-800-290-8181.

When disassembling crib for storage, follow this instruction sheet in 
reverse order.  Keep these instructions and Immobilizer parts in a 

safe place for future use.
Note: It is important to periodically inspect your crib for broken or 

missing parts.

UPPER 
TRACK
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